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J u s t  1 5  m i n u t e s  f r o m  t h e  A i r p o r t  a t  t h e  

SE CORNER OF DOBSON & GUADALUPE 

Ever since Gigi mentioned the reproduction of  Ann Harding’s 
1811 sampler on Facebook, needleworkers have been waiting for 
this release with bated breath ~ and now it is here!  Of  course I 
love it, with all of  its red scattered throughout, the charming 
bucolic scene at the bottom fourth of  the sampler with the 
shepherd and his sheep, the shepherdess and windmill, and, of  
course, the “star” of  the sampler, the polka dot cow!  All of  the 
charming motifs scattered throughout include many different trees, 
crowns, cherubs, birds, butterflies, dogs, and more, most created 
with cross stitch, but a few are embroidered, like the tassels on 
each side (easy to omit if  you prefer to abstain from embroidery.)

* chart $24 
* Lakeside linen w/2” margins:  

* 45c = $35 
* 40c = $46 
* 36c = $52 

* Silks ~ $136 (the overdyed silk threadpack uses a 
combination of  Belle Soie, Dinky Dyes, Gloriana, 
Gumnuts, and ThreadworkX AVAS)

Linen & Silk Choices:    
* Linen - I photographed my favorite Lakeside linen color with 

reds, and although the camera’s eye doesn’t quite capture its 
beauty, the color is perfect, I think, for reflecting the rich 
silken colors.  However, we have a lighter linen choice as well 
for anyone who prefers a lighter-colored linen.   

* Silk - We’ve done a conversion to exquisite overdyed silks, 22 
different colors using 5 different silks.  I tried to do a 
conversion to Tudor silks, but with the range of  colors 
required for this palette, I didn’t complete it ... yet!  New 
colors are becoming available almost weekly in the Tudor silk 
line, so don’t despair, I think it will be possible very soon. 

“The Polka Dot Cow Sampler”

February Sampler of  the Month from  Gigi R.

	 	 	 	 Where Samplers Rule

!
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From the left above:  The freehand embroidered tree to the left of  the building on the left ~ and the fruit tree, center, is cross-
stitched with one thread between each cross stitch (it occurs to me that the freehand tree on the left could be supplanted by 
the fruit tree, omitting the fruit and part of  the right branch) ~ the wings of  the windmill are filled in with straight stitches.  

More Images from Ann Harding’s Sampler

From the left above:  The 2 butterflies with their Algerian eyes for their heads and antennae ~ a freehand-
stitched flower at the left end of  the strawberry border above the verse using chain stitch and satin stitch

From the left above:  The ground here is worked either in cross-over-one 
or tent stitch (tent stitch would be my choice, depending on the count 
you’re working on) ~ a freehand-stitched flower at the right end of  
the strawberry border above the verse uses chain stitch and satin.

Right: The tassel cords are worked 
in chain stitch using two colors, 
and the satin-stitched tassels are 
worked in counted satin.
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Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast 
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of  the Recipes for 
a Cure cookbook for a donation of  $14.95 (or more) 
with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as 
complimentary designs from 11 designers. 

As an Attic Addict save 15% in February on: 
* Gigi R Designs 
* Any red silk 
* All Valentine designs, i.e., with a heart

Saturday, March 1, 10:30-12:30, Beginning 
Linen This class is appropriate for both 
beginning stitchers and anyone wishing to refine 

their skills. The class project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’s Tulip 

Sunday, February 26, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ With our 
Sampler Symposium on our usual third Sunday of  the month, this 
time it’s the fourth Sunday that we are gathering for this favorite time 
for sampler sharing. Refreshments served.  Please register.  Fee $10  

Saturday, February 8, 1 - 4, Reversible Cross Stitch ~ In this 3-hour 
class you will learn four reversible cross-stitch methods: the marking stitch, 
the Italian reversible, and two other methods. You can do this on either 
linen, evenweave, or aida; give us your choice when you register.   Fee $25 

Saturday, February 8, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. This is 
your opportunity to save 20% on your custom framing order, including 
frame, mat, and fillets, when you let Sandy use her expertise in selecting 
the perfect frame to enhance your needlework. Give her your budget, 
your likes and dislikes (“I don’t like gilded, but I love primitive”), make a 
$20 deposit, and she will do the rest. The discount does not apply to the 
framing labor charge nor to readymade frames. All orders will be 
processed in the order received, and orders with deadlines are ineligible 
for the FF discount. Additionally, you should know that any non-FF 
incoming orders will receive preference in the order of  completion, 
which makes it difficult to give a time estimate, but to save the 20% it is 
important that you understand the order of  completion. 

Saturday, February 22 Nashville Market Day  
A special day to shop, shop, shop for all of  the latest and 
greatest in our industry.  Doors open at 9 AM for our Attic 
Addict members and at 10 AM for the general public.

Thursday, Feb 27 thru Sunday, March 2 Junipine Retreat This 
annual Attic event is sold out, with previous year’s attendees given 
priority, limited by the size of  the facilities.  Get on the waiting list in 
case of  cancellations. $300 fee includes 2-bedroom creekhouse 
(shared with 3 others) for 3 nights + opening reception + door prizes. 

 Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for Make-Do 
Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project) More 
details to follow in a future newsletter ~ just wanted you 
to have time to complete your embroidery. 

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops Nov 7 - 9  ~ 
Projects to be announced very soon, hopefully next issue.

Fri, August 1 ~ Sun, August 3, Our Summer Soirée

February

March

Saturday August 23 St. Charles Market Day

August

April

November

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.

Last issue we showed you Gigi’s “Frisian Sampler” . . . 

. . . and here are the beautiful 
silks in our conversion, a 
combination of  Belle Soie, 
Gloriana, and Gumnuts, $55.50
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. . . and a few more photos taken by others, to remember a wonderful weekend! 

I’m so happy Patricia captured a photo of  the 
dessert table, with fabulous pies from Dori’s Bakery.  
The strawberry rhubarb was a favorite for sure!

Claudia with one of  her fabulous Bristol antiques, this one our 
“Emma Sandford” Sampler of  the Month ~ so wonderful!

Our 2014 Sampler Symposium . . .

Of  course, one of  the important parts of  the weekend was exploring 
the nooks and crannies of  The Attic to find its hidden treasures.

Gloria’s beautiful samplers that we all enjoyed so much ~ here she is flanked by Linda Vinson and Amy Mitten.

Jan was one of  Gloria’s assistants as dozens of  needlewomen 
came to drool over her beautiful antique samplers.

The Saturday night reception hosted by Tess at The Gathering Place, assisted 
by Carolyn and Carol of  our staff  ~ and John was our taste tester!
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Dear Stitch-Along Participants, 
I understand some of you just got your linen for Luciana and a few of 
you are already well underway. Whichever you are, welcome! If you 
didn't see my first message last week, be sure to click on that Attic 
News link for my thoughts on why I picked page 10 (lower right 
corner) as a starting point. As I mentioned last week, you may select 
page 10 or you just might have a preferred place that YOU always 
begin. Either way, we're going to work through this beautiful sampler 
together and I look forward to your thoughts along the way. In fact, 
Vickie and I have set up an e-mail address so you can ask any 

questions about the project...we'll try to compile answers as best we can and update 
everyone along the way. No question is too silly or too complex (well, at least we'll 

do our best to answer). It is lucianastitchalong@gmail.com. So, here goes! First and foremost, whether you're a 
beginner or an expert stitcher, I believe this project is very doable in a year and will leave PLENTY of time for 
other  stitching.  (Let’s  share  some  of  our  UFO’s  along  the  way.) 
 The  photo  of  my  start  (left)  really  looks  darker  than  the  actual  linen.  I  don’t  pretend  to  be  a  photographer,  
but  I  think  you  get  the  idea.  What  I’ve  found  so  far  is  that  depending  on  the  dye  lot  of  fabric  (or  fabric  choice  if  
you picked something else), personal preference may mean adjusting some of the tan/off white colors. This is 
really common with hand-dyed linens and fibers, and quite honestly, what makes each of our projects unique. As 
you  will  see,  I  didn’t  get  too  far  this  first  week,  partly  because  I’m  a  HUGE  football  fan  and  was  preparing  for  a  
Super Bowl shindig. Since my team (the Vikings, of course) was nowhere in the running, the party will be fun 
instead  of  serious.  So,  I  guess,  officially  the  first  segment  of  the  stitch  along  really  kicks  off  THIS  WEEK  and  I’ve  
got a little head-start. 
 I just love this little basket with flowers sprouting out of the center! It would make a nice ornament, 
jawohl?  Looking  at  what  I’ve  done  so  far,  I may change the colors on the bird. In the border above basket, I am 
changing the tan flower motifs so they match. Silly Luciana (her work is at right), what was she thinking, making 
each of them different? The German in me likes order. I will probably make the tendril on both ends the same, 
too...but  you  may  decide  to  stitch  it  as  it’s  charted.  Let  us  know.  It’s  almost  game  time.  So,  until  next  installment,  
happy stitching,  

           Rosi 

A Word from Your SAL Leader

Por Luciana Delgado  from NeedleWorkPress 
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. . . Luciana’s Essamplaire, this beautiful reproduction from 
Samplers Remembered has been one of  my favorites for 
years ... because of  its horizontal shape ... and its roses ... and 
its “heart alphabet” ... and its lovely motifs. 
	 The original “French Heart Alphabet & Motif  Sampler” 
was stitched on an unevenweave 44/48 linen, and 
reproductionist Linda Danielson says a V. Lt. Examplar 
would nearly match the antique.  Chart is $14 and charted 
for both Belle Soie and DMC ~ but as soon as possible, I’ll be 
doing a Tudor conversion for anyone wanting to stitch it on 
the 52/60 linen. 
	 Linda was exited to see Vickie’s “Luciana” and its 
identical heart alphabet and says, “I love it when two 
samplers have some kind of  connection and maybe some part 
of  history will be solved by the connection.”

Compare the red/blue alphabet above with the green 
alphabet to the right, with their heart-motif  letters!

I know many of  us start our needlework projects in a different corner ~ I always start in the upper right, 
which for Luciana’s chart is page 5 ~ and as Rosi, our SAL leader has suggested, stitching a page a 
month will allow plenty of  time for our many other projects, in progress and still to come this year!

Join Us On This Wonderful SAL Sampler Journey

A Perfect Companion Piece for . . .

It’s never too late to begin this 
fabulous sampler! !Chart - $18  !Thread Choices: 
*	 Gloriana Tudor silks $73.50  
* 	 Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112  
* 	 Gentle Art - $46.20 !Lakeside Linen (460w x 200h) 
* 50c (52/60) unevenweave $26 
* 50c evenweave $26 
* 45c - $25 
* 40c - $32 
* 36c - $39
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Shipping 
to us 
today, just 
in time for 
Valentine’s 
Day ~ and 
we have the  
heart-shaped 
candy boxes 
also, left, 
from With 
Thy Needle 
& Thread, 
“Mary 
Valentine’s 
Handework”  
$15

“The Beekeeper,” an exclusive kit packaged in a clear box with 11 Weeks Dye 
Works skeins, a piece of  Northern Cross linen, and a size 28 embroidery needle.  

Some of  What’s Coming at Nashville . . .

. . . from Plum Street Samplers:

“Elizabeth Sarah Oliver” at age 10 includes her adorable 

puppies and a wonderful verse:  This needlework of  mine can 

tell When I wose [sic] young I learnt it well And by my elders I 

wose tought Not to spend my time in ought ~ I love the border ... 

and the fullness of  the linen ... and the colors ... and in 

the next issue I’ll show you the start of  it on 52/60 

unevenweave linen!  Elizabeth’s original sampler is below.
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New in the Shop

From Heart in Hand Needleart

From above:  “Song of  Solomon” $11 w/beads 
~ “Be Mine” $5 ~ and the 2014 Collector’s 
Heart, $17 w/linen + embellishments

Clockwise from above: “Hands to 
Work” $6 ~ “February” in the 
Calendar Girl Series $6 ~ and “The 
Journey” $8, first Tumbleweeds design 
with its symbolism in designer 
D i a n e Wi l l i a m s ’ h u s b a n d ’s 
successful journey through cancer 
treatment:  He is the warrior on the 
horse; storm clouds represent the 
cancer; the seven mountains stand 
for the seven weeks of  treatment 
and the upward arrow for his 
strength, which comes from his faith 
~ powerful symbolism!

Blackbird Designs’ No. 7 in this Loose Feathers 
Abecedarian Series, “Country Life” $9 ~ love this 
country manor with its yard full of  eclectic animals!

From Little House Needleworks
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F r o m W i t h m y 
Needle, left, “Elizabeth 
Wood 1822” $18, an 
historic reproduction, 
and seeing the original 
sampler on the back of  
the chart, Elizabeth’s 
linen was obviously an 
unevenweave, and it is 
reproduced in NPI Silks 
from the more vibrant 
colors on the back ~ 
“Of  Female Arts” $14, 
211 x 211, charted in 
NPI but would be 
beautiful in overdyed 
silks 

Clockwise from above: Next 
in Nora Corbett’s Letters 
From Mermaids Series, “G” 
~ “H” ~ “I” each $13

More New in Our Attic

Clockwise from above:  Shakespeare’s 
Peddler’s “Passport Pincushion” $12 
~ Heartstring Samplery’s “My 
Funny Valentine” $10 ~ Cherry 
Hill Stitchery’s “All Because Two 
People Fell in Love” $8
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Bohin 4 1/3” embroidery scissors in 5 fabulous spring 
colors, from the left:  Iris, Limeade, Peacock Blue, Barbie 
Pink, and Taxi Cab ~ $32 each 
Bohin, founded in 1833, the name synonymous with 
qua l i t y, ha s a spec ia l 40 -need le package 
commemorating their 180th anniversary, $16 

From Bohin, a name needleworkers everywhere know and respect . . .

Showing you the back, 
front, and inside of  
the packaging.

Thread Drops, 40/package w/ring, $7

These very useful thread-storage tools 
aren’t new, but I’ve recently begun 
using them to store my Tudor silks, and 
I love them for that purpose.  I cut a 
skein of  the silk in 2 places, and it 
easily wraps around and through the 
opening, ready for your needle.   
	 The photograph at the right 
shows how easy it is to pull off  a 12-ply 
thread from the thread drop with your 
fingernail.  To begin to embroider, it is 
almost as easy to remove 1 ply, not 
having to undo anything.  
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“Oh Deer! Humbug” is a versatile design 
that can either be framed or finished as a 
humbug.  Chart w/ beads $13

“Little Princess Snow & Embellishments” $13 is 
the first of  the 2014 limit4ed-edition ornaments.  
Princess includes beads, snowflake eyes, white felt 
for the base, fluffy yarn for the ‘ears’ and a silver 
crown for her head.  How adorable is she!?

Just*Nan . . . And shipping from the East Coast and expected to arrive in a few days via Priority Mail:

Above, “Dazzling Deer Pin” $10.50, perfect 
for the “Oh Deer Humbug” ~ very limited 
quantities available. 
Right, “Kissing Birds Embellished Needle 
Slide” $9

. . . The Primitive Hare

New From . . .

“Love Needles’ Queen” $17
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From The Sweetheart Tree . . .

From Samplers Revisited, left, a stunning 
reproduction of  “Jane Clarkson 1856,” and, above, “Judith 
Le Lacheur 1836,” a reproduction sampler from the 
Channel Islands!

. . . and Much More!
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It was a very special gathering this past Sunday ... because we had several dozen local needleworkers with us, and also because, in addition to some of  
our local designers (Gloria/Milady’s Needle, Linda/Samplers Remembered, Tanya/Scarlett House, and Janet/Valley House Primitives), we also had a 
group of  friends visiting from out of  state, including Paulette/Plum Street Samplers ~ so many of  you that we moved to The Gathering Place, where 
we enjoyed delicious pies from Dori’s Bakery www.dorisbakerymesa.com as well as several poundcake flavors from Linda, our local Martha’s kitchen.  
And I’m sorry for one omission:  I was so busy, I failed to photograph the dessert table, all delicious!  Thank you, Tess, for your gracious hospitality.

January’s Sampler Sunday

Ta nya ’s t r ave l 
project, a freebie, 
and her beautiful 
“ S e v e n S h e e p 
S a m p l e r ” 
projected for a 
March  release.

New design coming from 
Paulette, “On Prudence” 
B e l o w, P a u l e t t e ’ s “ Ru t h 
Bacheler” from The Scarlet Letter

Left, Paulette’s start on Gigi’s 
“Lady in Red Spinning Her 
Wool Sampler” !
Right, Paulette’s progress on 
Brenda Gervais/With Thy Needle 
& Thread’s “Needleworker’s 
Sampler”
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Natalia’s “Red Deer Sampler” from Gigi R. Above, Katrina’s start on a Nashville release coming from Paulette/Plum Street 
Samplers, “Elizabeth Sarah Oliver” and her start on Gigi’s “Lady in Red Spinning 
Her Wool,” with the inset being Claude-Bénédicte completed sampler!

Karin’s “Harriette Elizabeth Coe” 
from With Thy Needle & Thread

More from Sampler Sunday

Above:  Jen’s beautiful samplers in progress, “Ann Bowers,” our 2013 SAL from The 
Examplarery ~ Plum Street Samplers’ “1837 Crown Sampler” ~ The Scarlet Letter’s “Ruth 
Bacheler 1717” ~ and from Gigi, “Mary Hart Sampler” that Jen is stitching on the 52/60 
linen with Tudor silks (on this count linen it turns out to be a sweet 5 x 5 1/2 sampler and is 
a great sampler to try the 52/60 with the Tudor silks - it calls for only 4 colors!)
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More from Sampler Sunday

Janet’s “Elizabeth Sheffield” from The Scarlet Letter and My Big Toe’s “Apostle’s Creed”

From the left, 4 from Brenda: iStitch’s “Advent Sampler” ~ 
The Scarlet Letter’s “Mary Baker” ~ My Big Toe’s “Apostle’s 
Creed” ~ Lizzie Kate’s “Faith Hope Love” Inspiration Boxer 
~ Blackbird Designs’ “For My Friend Stocking” ~ 
Just*Nan’s “Merry Old Elf ” ~ and a complimentary 
design “Noel” available from Sandy’s blog here.
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Linda D’s start on the 
2014 SAL, “Por Luciana 
Delgado,” on 52/60

More from Sampler Sunday

Left from above:  Tamami’s “Elizabeth Sheffield” from The Scarlet 
Letter ~ Candace’s “Woodlands Sampler” from The Frosted Pumpkin

Lynne’s “Anniversaries of  the Heart” from Blackbird Designs, 
My Big Toe’s “Apostle’s Creed” and an ornament from the 
2013 JCS Ornament Magazine

Sheri’s “Elizabeth 
Sheffield” from 
The Scarlet Letter

M o l l y ’ s 
“ K a t r i n e 
T h o m s e n ” 
from Samplers 
Remembered

Evelyn’s “Spring 
at Holly Berry 
Farm” from Stacy 
Nash Primitives and 
“Passion” from 
Reflets de Soie”

Karen’s “Snooty Parrots” from 
Barbara Ana and ?? from ??
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Left, Marrilee’s “Moonlight 
Sonata” from Cindy Valentine 
and, right, “Amaryllis” from The 
Heart’s Content

More from Sampler Sunday

Betsy’s “Ann Wade” from Amy Mitten and her 
“Elizabeth Sheffield” from The Scarlet Letter

Tedra ’s “Snoo ty Par ro t 
Sampler” from Barbara Ana

Cheryl’s “St. Stephen’s Day” 
from Shakespeare’s Peddler

June’s “Holly & Hearts” 
from Lizzie Kate

Pat’s “Jane Longstreth” from 
Vassar College and, right, 
Navajo stocking ornaments 
from NP Designs
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Some needleworkers are not identified, nor are some of  the pieces, because some forgot to fill in the 
‘information sheet’ to help me remember ~ but if  you want information on anything, I’ll try to get it for you.

More from Sampler Sunday

Above, Carolyn P’s Erica Michaels’ 
“Winter” and, below, her Crossed Wing 
Collection silk gauze bird

Barbara’s “Stitcher’s Sampler Bag” from Jackie du Plessis and The Purple 
Thread’s “Black & White Pincushion” ~ the black and white pinkeep disc 
is from Jackie du Plessis also and, above, “Keys” from Shakespeare’s Peddler 
that Barbara modified to fit the perfect spot on her wall

Carolyn P’s “Forget Me Not” by With Thy Needle & Thread

?’s “Frosty Forest” by Country Cottage Needleworks

?’s “Let It Snow” by Lizzie Kate

?’s “???” by ???

Michelle’s from Lizzie Kate
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More from Sampler Sunday

Carol J’s “Virginia 
Grimoux” from Gigi 

Tamami’s “Isabella Fox” from Gigi in a Valley House Primitive’s hand-grained frame

Carol E’s “Elizabeth Hancock” from Little House Needleworks

Carolyn C’s “Sheep 
Virtues” from Little 
House Needleworks

Nita’s “Lady’s Trimkeep” from Plum Street Samplers
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Above and below, needlework bags made by Faye/
Carolina Stitcher with Karen’s needlework insertions

Dolly’s “1837 Crown Sampler” from Plum Street Samplers on the 52/60 linen with Tudor silks

?’s “Pink Sparrow 
Sampler” from With 
Thy Needle & Thread 

More from Sampler Sunday

Jean C’s “Hope” from Shepherd’s Bush & OOP Lizzie Kate Santa

Linda L’s “Sampler aux Bouquet” from Jardin Privé and her “Sewing Bird” from With Thy Needle & Thread
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Needleworkers Share

From Margaret’s Needle

From Rhonda’s Needle

Plum Street Samplers’ “1837 Crown Sampler” that 
Margaret stitched on the 52/60 unevenweave with our 
Tudor silk conversion with her personal color changes 
in the flower pots in the lower right and left corners.  
She says, “This one was a pleasure to stitch.” 

Blackbird Designs’ “Wild Berries” with several of  Rhonda’s subtle color 
changes, like stitching the background alphabet in a very light color.

Above, “Fjord Ponies” from Ink Circles and, right, “Christmas Garden” 
from Blackbird Designs on 40c Colorscapes’ Heritage with silk overdyes

From Ginger’s Needle

From Andrea’s Needle
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Needleworkers Share

2 from Shepherd’s Bush, “Anna’s Stocking” and “Robert’s Stocking”

“Temps de Neige” (Snow Time) from Lilli Violette that she 
stitched on the 52/60 linen with Tudor silks.  Beautiful!

“Hometown Holiday-Sweet Shop” 
from Little House Needleworks on the 
52/60 linen with Tudor silks

From Ginger’s Needle

From Jan’s Needle
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Epilogue

So proud of  grandson 
Tyler, whose 4.0 grade-
point average earned him 
special recognition from 
Coach Cole at their annual 
Sports Awards Banquet last 
weekend.  Way to go, Tyler!

“Needlework Samplers, Wrought by Tradition,” A New Exhibition at Pilgrim 
Hall Museum, February 1 – April 25, 2014 !The Pilgrim Society & Pilgrim Hall Museum is pleased to announce the opening of  a new 
special exhibition, “Needlework Samplers, Wrought by Tradition.” !The exhibition will feature more than 60 samplers, some from Pilgrim Hall Museum and 
many others from museums, historical societies and personal collections across the South 
Shore and beyond, representing one of  the largest and most diverse collections of  samplers 
ever put on display in the area. Many of  the samplers which will be on display are rarely seen 
by the public.  !Samplers were created by young women and girls as a way to not only learn needlework but 
also to demonstrate their skills and ability. Samplers as a result are often stunning examples 
of  artistry, combining many different stylistic elements, designs, and motifs. Many of  the 
samplers were “signed” with the sewn-in words “wrought by” and the maker’s name, 
providing the inspiration for the exhibition’s title.  !The centerpiece of  the exhibition will be the sampler wrought by Loara Standish, the 
daughter of  Myles Standish, c. 1640. The Loara Standish sampler has been part of  the 
collection of  Pilgrim Hall Museum since 1844. It is the oldest piece of  American needlework. 
Other notable samplers on display will include several examples of  the local “Plymouth 
School” variety with their distinctive octagonal borders, saw tooth patterning, and floral 
elements. Many other remarkable samplers dating from the 17th through 19th centuries will 
illustrate the intricacy of  these works of  art. !The exhibition will be structured around the traditional thematic elements found in sampler 
artwork: the original narrow form of  the band samplers; the decorative use of  flowers, trees, 
and floral borders as motifs; the inclusion of  buildings, figures, and scenes whether real or 
imaginary; the use of  words and letters; and using samplers as expressions of  history and 
genealogy. The young women and girls who created these samplers differed widely in their 
skill and ability, but whether finely sewn or filled with mistakes, each sampler tells a story of  
an individual creating an educational, decorative, and very unique work of  art.  
  Pilgrim Hall Museum will host a reception to celebrate the opening of  the exhibition on 
Saturday, February 8 from 5 - 7 p.m. The reception is free of  charge. 
  The exhibition will be on display in the PIDC gallery at Pilgrim Hall Museum from February 
1 to April 25, 2014. Those who wish to set up a special group tour of  the exhibition should 
contact Director of  Visitor Services Ann Young at 508-746-1620 x.4. For more information 
about the exhibition in general, contact Curator Stephen O’Neill at 508-746-1620 x5.

Interesting Arizona sky last night as we drove to dinner.

Valentine’s Day display 
in Our Attic

Sew Darling, a wonderful Attic exclusive project coming in June!  A Jackie du Plessis 
limited edition kit that she calls a needle case, but it will be so much more, a needlework 
accoutrement, a utilitarian accessory but oh, so ornamental.  Jackie describes this beautiful 
project thusly:  The outside of  the needle case will feature wonderful sweet silk stitched red roses with other 
dainty flowers and leaves.  The interior will be finished with luxury silk fabric.  A tiny silken bag for your 

treasured thimble or any other trinket can be fastened, while the second area allows for a needlebook made from doctor's 
flannel pages.    A special hand-turned wooden spool attaches to the mid area allowing for fiber or laces to be wrapped 
and stored here.  The needle case closes and ties with a soft vintage dyed double-sided silken ribbon.  Jackie and John 
collaborated on this when Jackie was visiting last November, and I was so excited about it when I 
heard them discussing it.   It will be a patriotic tribute to America featuring the rose, which 
was designated the official flower and floral emblem of  the United States of  America in 1986.     !Watch for further details in a subsequent newsletter. 
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